Committee: UAF Gender Inclusive Work Group
Submitted By: Mathew Mund
Committee Chair(s):  
Meeting Date: 1/19/2017

Present:
Excused:
Absent:
Guests:

Report:
Meeting Notes:
If employees get information requests concerning ender inclusive polices or process, please ensure that the outside entity knows that this program has only been in place for a year or two and is being updated regularly. Please ensure any policies they reference as vetted by their legal offices.

The group needs to determine when and what Elutian will be updating in Banner in relation to gender inclusive initiatives to move forward on updating forms and processes. This will determine what needs to be updated. If Elutian does not plan updates soon, OIT may need to update Banner themselves.

The new UA non-discrimination statement will be is ready to be approved by the BOR. They will most likely do this at their next meeting. A truncated version of this statement will need to be updated on all public UAF documents.

The Deans and Directors have asked what term, Gender Inclusive, Gender Neutral, ect, is the official term.

There has been some push back on a bed policy for the Skuliak. The group will have to work with the Dean to develop and implement a complaint bed policy. A map of which showers are being converted to gender inclusive will be made available so adequate communication of mission and purpose will be communicated to employees and students.

Athletics is asking for clear gender inclusive terminology be added to the GNAC non-discrimination policy.

Action Items / Follow Up:

Next Meeting Date: Time:
Location:
Meeting available by Google Hangout: